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The Judgement
Of Lion City
Yes, you didn’t read it incorrectly; an
initiative, similar to the ‘Judgement Of Paris’,
was held in Singapore to raise awareness on
the ‘premiumisation’ of South African wines.
Lim Hwee Peng CWE, FWS, the organiser of
the exercise reports his findings.

(Top to bottom): One of the tasting flights with bottles wrapped in aluminium foil.
Singapore-South African ‘passports’ and ‘boarding passes’ made for the event.
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The Unexplored Wines

M

ention fine wines originating outside of
European wine regions and South African
wines will unlikely be the first to be highlighted.
Many wine enthusiasts will not voluntarily place
wines of the Cape in a premium wine category,
especially since South Africa is one of the youngest
wine-producing nations among the other more
established New World wine countries (Note:
South Africa only engaged the international
community in the early-1990s, post-apartheid).
Also with the proliferation of mass-quality wines,
as well as unhelpful comments by certain wine
critics, who kept referring to the ‘burnt rubber’
aroma unique to Cape wines, one can be excused
for not associating wines expressing finesse and
details with South Africa. Our curiosity, however,
led us to several opportunities visiting the Cape
winelands. As an invited International Wine Judge
in two major South African wine competitions
during 2009 and 2012, and in between, we were
also privileged to be offered by Wines Of South
Africa (WOSA), promotional board of South African
wines, to conduct an extensive study trip visiting
various wine districts and wards in South Africa.
Admittedly, we were probably the first few wine
professionals in Asia (during then) exploring South
African wine regions, as well as their crème de la
crème wines. We were awed by the white, red,
sparkling, sweet and fortified wines that have
marked our lips and grazed our palates. Notably,
the Cabernet blends (of Stellenbosch), Syrah and
Rhone blends (in Franschhoek), fortified wines (in
Klein Karoo), cool climate wines (Elgin and Walker
Bay), as well as beautiful chardonnay and redvarietal wines (Robertson Valley).

It was also through those trips that we got
acquainted with Alex Dale of Radford Dale
wine estate. A visionary and a contrarian, Dale
subsequently has his wines distributed in Singapore
and visits the market frequently to promote the
fine qualities of South African wines. Tirelessly, his
profile-raising efforts also brought him to the United
Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong,
Shanghai, Taiwan and the Southeast Asian region,
to name a few that we could quickly rattle off our
minds. Through those market visits, Dale realised
that the way forward to have the fine qualities
of Radford Dale wines recognised, is to trumpet
the fine wine qualities from South Africa. Hence,
about three to four years ago, on the platform of
Premium & Independent Wines Of South Africa
(PIWOSA), a selected group of wineries producing
premium wines, Dale initiated several activities to
raise awareness on the ‘premiumisation’ of South
African wines, starting in London.
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Raising The Profiles Of
South African Wines

South African wines are refreshing, surprising
and have incredible value for money at every
level consumer-wise. Trade-wise, the wines
have mineral qualities; they’re complex and
sophisticated. I think to be honest; South
African wines are not really known across
Asia. We’re here to raise the bar and educate
the experts. The reason PIWOSA is here is
to collectively get the best side of South
Africa visible in the market. Our geology and
climate are more similar to Mediterranean
ones which makes our wines taste more
like Old-World wines. We’ve taken it upon
ourselves as members of PIWOSA to promote
the premium wines, the ones that you won’t
be able to find every day. In terms of pairing
with Asian food, I think certain wines pair
accidentally quite well, especially our chenin
blanc of which we are specialists of. The wine
works well with spice as it has high acidity.
Alex Dale
Co-founder & Treasurer, PIWOSA
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PIWOSA is a congregation of ten different wineries
with a collective mission. It is this cohesiveness
that drives various owners to develop a five-year
strategy plan, to serve the primary goal of creating
ripples of awareness of their vin extraordinaire in
selected Asia markets. This year saw the fruition of
such plan, when the premium South African wine
grouping launching it’s first ever Asia tour, with
Singapore as the launch pad to kick off two weeks of
wine tour in Asia. What were Dale and his PIWOSA
comrades aiming to achieve with such a venture?
“South African wines have been suffering from
the poor image of a cheap plonk for years, so we
felt we must take the bull by the horn and change
that image.” Dale responds firmly. He continues,
“To achieve that goal, we aim to reach out to and
convince the gatekeepers of each market.” One of
the activities, which Dale and his fellow trailblazers
have planned, was the comparison tasting aptly
named “Flight Club”. Similar to the ‘Judgement
Of Paris’, the purpose of the intricate comparison
tasting is to showcase how South African wines not
only have become premium in their qualities, but
also comparable to many signature fine wines in
Europe, such as those originating from Bordeaux,
Northern Rhone Valley, Anjou and Touraine, as
well as Bourgogne regions. Dale shared further
on the reward for participants of the “Flight Club”
comparison tasting, “We are not contended with
verbalising and showcasing the qualities of our
wines, attendees who are able to correctly identify
the French wines in all five flights stand to win an
all-expenses paid trip to South Africa!” Underlying
such confidence is an ingenious idea, to combine
multiple benefits for stakeholders of each market,
as well as raising South Africa and PIWOSA’s
premium wine image.
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South Africa may be categorised into the new world
category but we have been making wines for over 300
years. The biggest difference between New Zealand
and Australia compared to South Africa is firstly it’s
geography; basically, the sense of terroir as the French
always refer to. And it’s because of that, South African
wine producers always pursue this classical style of wine
making so they don’t pursue only varietal characters,
they embrace the sense of place of the wine itself.
Paul Clüver
Managing Director, Paul Cluver Elgin

World-class, elegant and powerful are the three words
I would use to describe South African wines. We’re
older than Bordeaux – I wouldn’t consider us New
World at all. Our wine knowledge is widely European
and ultimately, we bring an element of elegance to the
wines. In terms of unique sales points, South African
wines offer quality at prices that are off the charts –
you could beat many of the top-named wines and the
same quality for half the price at South Africa, simply
because they’re undiscovered at this point. We have a
common purpose together as PIWOSA members: we
want to raise the image of South African wines.
Ken Forrester
Owner, Ken Forrester Vineyards

All the PIWOSA members and the sommeliers hold up their South African
‘passports’ & ‘boarding passes’ before the tasting starts.
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PIWOSA’s Asia Tour

Flight Club Comparison Tasting

The “Flight Club” is essentially a comparison tasting
featuring five varietal-focused flights of wines;
namely Chenin Blanc, Chardonnay, Pinot Noir,
Syrah, and Bordeaux blends flights. Individually,
each flight comprises of five South African
wines, with one French wine inserted in the lineup. Attendees, a congregation of established
sommeliers of each market, were expected to
sample each flight blindly and identify the French
wines. Mind you, the French bottles inserted into
each flight are no vin ordinaire. For example, 2010
Château Duhart Millon is the rogue wine for the
Bordeaux blend flight; while a 2014 Domaine
Jacques Prieur Puligny Montrachet, Les Combettes
1er Cru is the benchmark wine in the chardonnay
flight. If one’s senses were still all perked up after
moving through the five flights, the brave soul can
hedge his bet and take on the “Mile High Club”. This
challenge featured six South African wines, served
with each bottle masked, and challengers were
expected to list all the varietals used to make each
South African wines. Tough? You bet! Even though
I have all the answers in my head, I would be the
first to profess the difficulty of this exercise. Yet,
making the comparison tasting insurmountable is
not the objective. Dale, the ‘wine professor’ who
developed this palate-callisthenic, explained that
the one and only aim of such exercise is to let the
fine qualities of South African wines to emerge
without prejudice. Not a lot to ask, it seems, but
absolutely a tough nut to crack. LHP

About Lim Hwee Peng CWE, FWS

Lim Hwee Peng CWE, FWS is a committed
student of wines, established international
wine judge, and a wine professor responsible
for tutoring many hundreds of certified wine
professionals in Singapore and in Asia. Despite
being in the profession for decades, it has not
stopped him from acquiring further professional
knowledge and experience. Among his many
professional qualifications, Lim is most pleased
with two international courses; namely, the
Certified Wine Educator certification, because
there are only few hundreds in the wine
world that have successfully acquired that
professional post-nominal; as well as being the
DUX of an elite winemaker course – Advanced
Wine Assessment Course, an affirmation of his
wine judging and tasting abilities!
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